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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Hotfix 1.08.01:
Small update to fix some quality-of-life improvements for PC controllers.

PATCH

Improved direct input controller detection. This should mean issues where controllers were being picked up erroneously
are reduced.

Added a configuration tool option to disable direct input controllers. If you’re still having issues, use this to disable legacy
controller support.

Added an inifile option to disable the “critical control” warnings. This should aid setup in cases with unusual “joysticks”,
such as headtrackers using Vjoy.

Added an inifile option for scaling the FOV from its default size. Not compatible with VR mode. Intended for advanced
users only.

Added “force freelook” inifile option which causes the freelook control to stay on continuously. This should be useful
for headtracking setups.

. Return to the world of Lost Grimoires!:

When Prince Fern goes missing just days before his coronation, only one person in the king's court can find him. Step in the
shoes of the teacher, spy and advisor of House Griff and embark on a dangerous adventure to find the heir and save him from
the clutches of dark magic. Shortly before his coronation, the young prince Fern disappears with a mysterious girl.

The royal protectress and teacher is tasked to track him down and bring home. She will face intricate hidden object puzzles and
elaborate labyrinths in order to reach her goal. The teacher will also encounter some unusual characters and face the malicious
Drosera to discover the secret of the curse that befell the kingdom. Using the knowledge of alchemical arcana, the protectress
will do everything in her power to save prince Fern from the looming mortal threat.
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The game will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/574270
. Update information 01.20 (02/08/2019):
・Added BGM from a previous title from the DYNASTY WARRIORS series.
・Added new emotes.
・Added the new weapon "Jubilation Spear".
・Added new wallpaper.
・Added new photo frames.
・Added score ranking to the arena.
・Added rules to the arena.
・Added functionality to exchange hunting points.
・Improved the display of the map screen.
・Added sources for obtaining synthesis materials.
・Corrected a number of other minor issues.. Update + Patch 0.3:
Hello! :3

Multiplayer:
- New animatronic is added to the multiplayer mode - EMMA A-1

Other:
- Problem with saves was fixed.
- Problems with loading of singleplayer episodes were fixed.
- Optimization was improved.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsRe5KzCgLI 
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. Summary of Updates:
Confirm all of the additions and revisions that have been applied from updates up to and including this update: Update from
07/03.
http://www.koeitecmoamerica.com/dw9/info_update_contents1.html. patch v1.58:

 FIXED: Two DLC leaks that would mess up the New York and New Vegas areas of the game

 FIXED: Broken flags
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